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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

After analyzing the novel, I conclude that intrinsic approach can be used to 

analyse The Modern Break Up. I applied the showing method to know the 

characterization of the characters. The characters that I analyse are Amelia. Later, 

by using five functions setting, I know the setting of the movie script that supports 

the theme of the research as well. Last but not least, using the concept of plot, I 

find the plot of the novel through exposition to resolution. 

Then I conclude that the extrinsic approaches can be used to analyse the 

novel. I used the concept of Hierarchy of Needs of character Amelia. The 

characterization, plot and setting of the movie script support the concept of 

Hierarchy of Needs. After that, I elaborate between the intrinsic and extrinsic 

approaches to prove the theme of the research which is The Reflection of 

Hierarchy of Needs of character Amelia in Daniel Chidiac Novel The Modern 

Break Up. 

Need is everything that must be fulfilled by a human to stay alive. Humans 

have to fulfill not only objective and physical needs but also subjective and 

psychological needs. The objective and physical need is the need to get food, 

drink, place to live, safety, health, etc. The subjective and Physiological need is 

the need to get happiness, affection, love, self-esteem, etc. The dependency of 

love makes humans belong to others. According to the background above, the 

novel is interesting. Amelia's love story made me interested in analyzing this 

novel. 

It explain that Hierarchy of Needs that are five levels Physiological Needs, 

Security and Safety Needs, Need Love and Belonging, Esteem Needs, Self-

Actualization Neeeds. Amelia's character, a girl who lives in one of San Francisco 

city, can achieve the five elements in multilevel theory needs by learning from her 

past. 
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Physiological Needs are reflected in the character of Amelia, who is trying 

to fulfill her needs. So, she travels to New York City to go on vacation with her 

friend Zara. When they have arrived in New York City, they went to Cafe Bar. 

And they met a handsome man , and Amelia feels that he is very handsome.  

After Amelia successfully fulfills her physiological needs, Amelia is trying 

to achieve Security and Safety Needs. Security and Safety Needs are peace, 

certainty in their environment. The security and safety needs that Amelia wants to 

fulfill are when she wants to rise from her sadness after her ex left her. because 

from the moment after they broke up, Amelia feel that she was always in an 

unstable position. 

After Amelia fulfilling security and safety needs, she continues to fulfill 

the needs of Need for Love and Belongingness. Need for Love, and belonging are 

needs that are related to emotional relationships with others. This relationship can 

be connected to two different sex or the same sex and can also refer to specific 

groups. The signs of this need are compassion, a sense of belonging to get 

warmth, mutual Love, and belonging. 

After Amelia fulfilling Need for Love and Belongingness, she continues to 

Esteem Need’s. Esteem Needs is the need for a sense of appreciation and self-

respect. This need is needed to obtain a form of appreciation from other parties. 

Self-Actualization Needs are the highest level of human needs. These 

needs can be achieved if other needs have been fulfilled and satisfied. This need is 

the achievement of all human beings for their capacity and potential development. 

everyone will fulfill this need if they able to get through the difficult times. 

According to this research, it is potential for the next research to analyse 

The Modern Break Up novel through other approaches or concepts. This research 

also can introduce the student of English Language and Culture Department about 

Hierarchy of Needs in literary work. This research also can use as a comparison to 

write a better analysis. 


